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Abstract—Moving to millimeter wave (mmWave) frequencies
and deploying massive multiple input multiple output (MIMO)
antenna arrays have shown great potential of supporting high-
data-rate communications in the fifth-generation (5G) and be-
yond wireless networks, thanks to the availability of huge
amounts of mmWave frequency bandwidth and massive numbers
of narrow and high gain beams. A number of massive MIMO
beamforming techniques have been proposed, among which the
fixed-beam scheme has attracted considerable interests from both
academia and industry due to its simplicity and requirement of
a small number of radio frequency (RF) chains compared to
the number of base-station (BS) antennas. Moreover, a beam
allocation based pure analog fixed-beam system requires much
lower complexity and less signalling overhead than the hybrid
beamforming based fixed-beam system, which can therefore be
easily implemented in the practical systems. In this paper, the sum
data rate of beam allocation based multi-user massive MIMO
systems is studied where a near-optimal low complexity beam
allocation algorithm is adopted. Simulation results show that our
derived average sum data rate serves as a good approximation
of the simulation results.
Index Terms—Sum data rate analysis, downlink multi-user
system, massive multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO), beam
allocation
I. INTRODUCTION
Massive multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) has been
widely recognized as a promising technique for future wireless
communication systems to meet the high-data-rate requirement
in future use cases [1], [2]. By deploying a massive MIMO
antenna array at the base-station (BS), narrow beams can
be formed and high beam gains can be achieved [3], [4],
which can compensate the severe propagation loss of mmWave
signals and thus enables the use of millimeter wave (mmWave)
spectrum. By integrating massive MIMO and mmWave com-
munications technologies, system throughput can be further
boosted as large amounts of bandwidth is available at mmWave
frequencies.
Though with great potential of mmWave massive MIMO,
the conventional digital beamforming techniques are difficult
to be applied in practical massive MIMO systems as a signal
needs to be independently fed into each BS antenna via
a dedicated radio frequency (RF) chain, resulting in the
requirement of a massive number of RF chains and thus
unaffordable cost and extreamly high power consumption. In
order to reduce the number of embedded RF chains, either
forming a small number of beams in the analog domain at
the RF end by adjusting the phase shifters connected to the
BS antennas [5]–[10], or selecting some of beams from the
preformed fixed analog beam set [11]–[15] was proposed for
data transmission. By doing so, the massive MIMO antenna
array can be connected to a small number of RF chains, which,
fortunately, leads to little performance loss due to the spatial
sparse property of mmWave channels [5]–[7].
With fixed beams, by applying hybrid analog-digital beam-
forming, selection of analog beams is first performed to decide
the beams that will be activated and then digital beamforming
is done in the beamspace of the selected analog beams to
eliminate the mutual interference among beams [13]–[15].
Though with fixed analog beams, the instantaneous channel
state information (CSI) [16]–[19] for all the channels between
fixed beams and users are required to perform beam selection
and baseband digital beamforming, which could bring huge
signalling overhead to the system as the number of fixed
beams is very large in a massive MIMO system for the sake
of providing full coverage of the cell by narrow beams, and
the number of users is increasing dramatically.
In order to reduce the signalling overhead, a simple beam
allocation scheme for a fixed-beam system was proposed in
[11] where a user is allocated a single dedicated beam for its
data transmission and a near-optimal two-step low-complexity
beam allocation (LBA) algorithm was proposed to maximize
the system sum data rate. With this two-step LBA algorithm,
each user is associated with its best beam with the highest
beam gain among all the beams in the first step, and then
in the second step, each associated beam is assigned to its
best associated user with the highest received signal power
[11]. It is clear from this algorithm that only the best beam
gain for each user needs to be measured to apply the LBA
algorithm, which leads to greatly reduced signalling overhead
compared to fixed-beam based hybrid beamforming systems.
As a result, such a beam allocation based scheme can be
easily implemented in future massive MIMO systems where
both the number of beams and the number of users are large.
This motivates us to theoretically study the sum data rate
performance of the beam allocation based multi-user massive
MIMO system so as to provide direct guidance to future
practical system design.
In this paper, a downlink beam allocation based multi-user
massive MIMO system is considered where the BS is located
at the center of a circular cell with N fixed beams available for
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of a downlink fixed-beam based multi-user massive MIMO system with beam allocation. “x” represents a user. A user is allocated the
beam in the same color.
data transmission, and K users are randomly distributed in the
cell. In order to study the sum data rate performance, the LBA
algorithm proposed in [11] is employed in this paper. Since
the fixed analog beams are directional, the beam gains seen
by a user vary with its location. As a consequence, the beam
allocation result closely depends on the user layout, leading
to varying sum data rate as users move. Therefore, to study
the sum data rate performance of the system, the average sum
data rate over the locations of all the K users, is studied in
this paper. By ignoring the non-dominant interfering beams,
the average sum data rate is derived as an explicit expression
of the number of users K and the number of beams N , which
is verified by simulations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II introduces the system model and the beam allocation
algorithm. The average sum data rate is analyzed in Section
III, followed by the simulation results provided in Section IV.
Finally, Section V concludes this paper.
Throughout this paper, E[·] denotes the expectation operator.
|X| denotes the cardinality of set X . (nk) is a binomial coef-
ficient denoting the number of ways to choose an unordered
subset of k elements form a fixed set of n elements.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND BEAM ALLOCATION
The downlink transmission of a fixed-beam based multi-user
massive MIMO system is considered as shown in Fig. 1. A
fixed-beam base station (BS) antenna array is assumed to be
located at the center of a circular cell, which consists of N
identical isotropic antenna elements that are linearly arranged
and equally spaced at half wavelength of the propogation
frequency. A Butler network [20] is assumed to be applied
in the system at the RF end to form N fixed beams. There are
K users uniformly distributed within the cell, each of which is
equipped with a single antenna. The set of users is denoted by
K with |K| = K, and the set of fixed beams is denoted by B
with |B| = N . By applying the Butler network to form fixed
beams, the directivity, i.e., beam gain, of any beam n ∈ B
with respect to an angle of departure (AoD) θ is given in [11]
as
Dn(θ) =
sin2(0.5Npi cos θ − βn)
N sin2(0.5pi cos θ − 1N βn)
, (1)
with
βn =
(
−N + 1
2
+ n
)
pi. (2)
For any user k ∈ K located at rk = (ρk, θk), the AoD of
the signal transmitted to user k is θk as shown in Fig. 1,
by assuming a line-of-sight (LoS) channel at millimeter-wave
(mmWave) frequencies.
For a fixed-beam based multi-user massive MIMO system
with beam allocation, the data for a user is tranmitted via its
allocated beam. In a massive MIMO system, since the number
of beams N is much larger than the number of users K,
only a number of beams will be turned on. Let Bs denote the
set of active beams with |Bs| = Ns. By performing a beam
allocation algorithm, which user is allocated which beam is
determined. Then the data signal of a user is fed into the
corresponding beam port via a switch to activate its allocated
beam for transmission, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
With the aim of maximizing the sum data rate of the massive
MIMO system, a near-optimal low-complexity beam allocation
(LBA) algorithm was developed in [11]. Specifically, by
adopting the LBA algorithm, a user is firstly associated with its
best beam with the highest directivity, and then an associated
beam is allocated to its best user with the highest received
signal power. Let beam n(1)k ∈ Bs be the beam allocated to
user k. With the LBA algorithm, since a user k is served by
its best beam having the highest directivity, the index of the
beam allocated to user k, n(1)k , is given by
n
(1)
k = arg maxn∈B
Dn(θk). (3)
The power of the desired signal received at user k is then
obtained as
Pk = pn(1)k
·D
n
(1)
k
(θk) · ρ−αk , (4)
where p
n
(1)
k
denotes the power allocated to beam n(1)k for data
transmission. ρk is the access distance from user k to the BS,
and α denotes the path-loss exponent. Let Pt denote the total
transmit power at the BS, which is assumed to be equally
allocated to the active beams. Then the transmit power on any
beam n(1)k ∈ Bs is
p
n
(1)
k
=
Pt
Ns
. (5)
By assuming that the total system bandwidth is normalized
to unity, the achievable sum data rate of the system can be
presented as
Rs =
∑
n
(1)
k ∈Bs
Rk =
∑
n
(1)
k ∈Bs
log2 (1 + µk) , (6)
where Rk denotes the achievable data rate of users k and
µk =
Pk
σ20 + Ik
, (7)
denotes the received single-to-interference-plus-noise ratio
(SINR) of user k. σ20 denotes the variance of the additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN), i.e., noise power. Ik denotes
the power of user k’s inter-beam interference, which can be
easily obtained as
Ik =
∑
n
(1)
j ∈Bs,n(1)j 6=n(1)k
p
n
(1)
j
·D
n
(1)
j
(θk) · ρ−αk . (8)
It is obvious from (4) and (6)–(8) that the achievable sum
data rate is determined by the beam allocation result which
varies with the locations of users. In order to evaluate the
performance from the system’s persepctive, in this paper, we
are interested in the average achievable sum data rate [21],
[22], i.e., the achievable sum data rate averaged over all the
possible locations of users, defined as
R¯s , E{rk}k∈K [Rs] . (9)
III. AVERAGE SUM DATA RATE ANALYSIS
In this section, the average sum data rate of beam allocation
based massive MIMO systems will be analysed. Let us first
have a look at the received SINR at user k, µk.
A. Received SINR µk
By combining (4)–(5) and (7)–(8), the received SINR µk
for user k can be obtained as
µk =
Pt
Ns
D
n
(1)
k
(θk)ρ
−α
k
σ20 +
∑
n
(1)
j ∈Bs,n(1)j 6=n(1)k
Pt
Ns
D
n
(1)
j
(θk)ρ
−α
k
. (10)
Since the received SINR µk in (10) is a function of the direc-
tivities
{
D
n
(1)
j
(θk)
}
n
(1)
j ∈Bs
, the joint probability density func-
tion (pdf) of all the directivities
{
D
n
(1)
j
(θk)
}
n
(1)
j ∈Bs
would be
required to derive the average sum data rate, which, however,
is very difficult to be obtained due to the randomness of users’
locations. Therefore, an approximation will be derived in the
following section to study the average sum data rate R¯s.
B. Average Sum Data Rate R¯s
In a beam allocation based massive MIMO system, a user’s
interference is mostly contributed by its strongest interfering
beam similar to distributed antenna systems [23], [24]. There-
fore, the SINR µk in (10) can be approximated by
µk ≈ µapk =

Pt
Nsσ20
D
n
(1)
k
(θk)ρ
−α
k , if Ns = 1;
Pt
Ns
D
n
(1)
k
(θk)ρ
−α
k
σ20+
Pt
Ns
Dn∗
j
(θk)ρ
−α
k
, if Ns > 1,
(11)
where
n∗j = arg max
n
(1)
j ∈Bs,j 6=k
D
n
(1)
j
(θk) (12)
denotes the index of the strongest interfering beam of user k.
The approximated average sum data rate can be then easily
obtained by combining (6), (9) and (11) as
R¯s = E{rk}k∈K
 ∑
n
(1)
k ∈Bs
log2 (1 + µ
ap
k )
 . (13)
Appendix A further presents that the average sum data rate
R¯s can be obtained as (14), which is shown at the bottom of
this page, with
n
(l)
k =
{
N + 1− l2 , if l is even;
l+1
2 , if l is odd,
(15)
where
(
a
b
)
= a!b!(a−b)! denotes the binomial coefficient.
R¯s =
K∑
m=2
m ·
(
N
m
) m∑
i=1
(−1)m−i
(
m
i
)(m
N
)K N−m+2∑
l=2
(
N−l
m−2
)(
N−1
m−1
) ∫ 1
0
∫ pi
pi−
√
2
N
log2
1 + PtmD1(θ)x−α
σ20 +
Pt
mDn(l)k
(θ)x−α
 ·√N
2
· 2xdθdx,
(14)
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Fig. 2. Average sum data rate R¯s versus the total transmit SNR Pt/σ20 .
α = 2.2, K = 20, N = 64, 512.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulation results are presented in this section to demon-
strate the effectiveness of the derived average sum data rate
shown in (14). K users are uniformly distributed within a
circular cell with radius 1. The simulated average sum data
rate presented in this section is obtained by averaging over
10000 random realizations of the positions of K users.
Fig. 2 presents the simulation results of the average sum
data rate R¯s versus the total transmit SNR Pt/σ20 when the
number of users K is fixed at 20 and the number of beams
N = 64, 512. Note that the average sum data rate R¯s is derived
in (14) as an explict function of system parameters, which
is also plotted in the figure for the sake of comparison. We
can see from Fig. 2 that (14) serves as a good approximation
of the average sum data rate R¯s regardless of the transmit
SNR Pt/σ20 . As the number of beams N increases from 64 to
512, a very small rate gap can be observed when the transmit
SNR Pt/σ20 is high. This is because that the average sum data
rate R¯s is derived by neglecting the inter-beam interference
from the non-dominant interfering beams. With a high Pt/σ20 ,
the system is interference-limited as shown in Fig. 2. For a
larger number of beams N , there is a higher probablity that
the interfering beams are far from the serving beam for a user,
indicating that the variance of the interference powers received
from different interfering beams becomes smaller. As a result,
by only considering the dominant inter-beam interference, the
numerical results of (14) are slightly higher than the simulation
results.
To have a closer look at the effect of the total number of
available beams N on the effectiveness of the derived average
sum data rate in (14), Fig. 3 further shows both the simulation
results of the average sum data rate R¯s and the numerical
results of (14) with a varying number of beams N when the
transmit SNR Pt/σ20 is 20dB and there are K=20 users in
the system. It is clearly shown in Fig. 3 that the analysis is
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Fig. 3. Average sum data rate R¯s versus the number of beams N . α = 2.2,
Pt/σ20 = 20dB, K = 20.
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Fig. 4. Average achievable sum data rate R¯s versus the number of users K.
α = 2.2, Pt/σ20 = 20dB, N = 64.
accurate as the number of beams N increases from 32 to 1024
yet with a slightly increased gap between the analysis and the
simulation results, as we expected from Fig. 2.
By fixing the number of beams N at 64, Fig. 4 further shows
the simulated average sum data rate R¯s and its analytical
results in (14) as the number of users K increases from 10
to 50. We can see from this figure that the average sum data
rate can be well approximated by (14). Similar to Figs. 2 and
3, the analysis is slightly higher if the number of beams N is
much larger than the number of users K. By contrast, when K
is comparable to N , (14) is slightly lower than the simulation
results due to the assumption adopted in the analysis that all
the N beams have the same beam width.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper theorectically studied the sum data rate perfor-
mance of a fixed-beam based multi-user massive MIMO sys-
tem where beams are allocated to users for data transmission.
As the sum data rate varies with users’ positions, the sum
date rate averaged over all the possible positions of users was
analyzed. Specifically, the average sum data rate was derived
as an explicit expression of the system parameters, i.e., the
number of beams, the number of users and the available total
transmit power, by only considering the strongest interfering
beam and ignoring those which contribute less to the total
inter-beam interference. Simulation results corroborate that the
derived analytical expression provides a good approximation
of average sum data rate.
APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF (14) AND (15)
It is shown in (11) that the approximated received SINR at
user k, µapk , closely depends on the number of active beams
Ns. By substituting (11) into (13), the average sum data rate
R¯s can be rewritten as
R¯s= ENs
E{rk}k∈K|Ns
 ∑
n
(1)
k ∈Bs
log2 (1 + µ
ap
k ) |Ns


= Erk|Ns=1 [log2 (1 + µ
ap
k |Ns = 1)] · Pr{Ns = 1}+
K∑
m=2
E{rk}k∈K|Ns=m
 ∑
n
(1)
k ∈Bs
log2 (1 + µ
ap
k ) |Ns = m

· Pr{Ns = m}, (A.1)
where Pr{Ns = m} is the probability mass function (pmf) of
the number of activated beams Ns. With K users uniformly
distributed within the cell and N available fixed beams, the
pmf Pr{Ns = m} is given by [11]
Pr{Ns = m} =
(
N
m
) m∑
i=j
(−1)m−j
(
m
j
)(m
N
)K
, (A.2)
where
(
a
b
)
= a!b!(a−b)! denotes a binomial coefficient. By
combining (A.1)–(A.2) and (11), we have
R¯ubs
N1≈
K∑
m=2
Pr{Ns = m}·
E{rk}k∈K|Ns=m
 ∑
n
(1)
k ∈Bs
log2
1 + PtmDn(1)k (θk)ρ−αk
σ20 +
Pt
mDn∗j (θk)ρ
−α
k

 .
(A.3)
For user k located at rk = (ρk, θk), let
D
n
(1)
k
(θk) ≥ Dn(2)k (θk) · · · ≥ Dn(l)k (θk) · · · ≥ Dn(N)k (θk)
(A.4)
¼ 0
µmax1
Fig. 5. Illustration of the angle of beam 1’s main direction, θmax1 .
denote the order statistics obtained by sorting the directivities
D1(θk), D2(θk), · · · , DN (θk) of N beams for user k, where
n
(l)
k denotes user k’s lth best beam with the lth largest
directivity. In particular, beam n(1)k is allocated to user k for
its data transmission, and the index of the strongest interfering
beam for user k, n∗j , is given by
n∗j = n
(l∗)
k , (A.5)
with
l∗ = min
n
(l)
k ∈Bs,l 6=1
l. (A.6)
Given the number of active beams Ns, it is obvious that 2 ≤
l∗ ≤ N −Ns + 2. By forming a massive number of N fixed
beams using the Butler method, each beam approximately has
identical shape. Without loss of generality, let us assume that
beam 1 is allocated to the reference user k, i.e.,
n
(1)
k = 1, (A.7)
and is located within the angular range between the main
direction of beam 1, θmax1 , and pi with
θmax1 ≤ θk ≤ pi, (A.8)
as illustrated in Fig. 5, where
θmax1 = arg max
θ
D1(θ). (A.9)
By combining (1)–(2) and (A.9), it can be obtained that
θmax1 = arccos
(
−1 + 1
N
)
N1≈ pi −
√
2
N
. (A.10)
As θmax1 ≤ θk ≤ pi, according to (A.7), we have
n
(l)
k =
{
N + 1− l2 , if l is even;
l+1
2 , if l is odd.
(A.11)
By combining (A.3), (A.5)–(A.8) and (A.10), the average sum
data rate R¯s can be obtained as (A.12), shown at the top of
the next page.
It is clear from (A.12) that the average sum rate R¯s is
a function of the pdfs of user k’s polar coordinates, fρk(x)
and fθk(θ), and the conditional pmf of l
∗, Pr{l∗ = l|Ns},
given the number of allocated beams Ns. As each beam has
approximately identical width in a massive MIMO system
where the number of beams is very large, each interfering user
R¯ubs =
K∑
m=2
m · Pr{Ns = m}
N−m+2∑
l=2
Pr{l∗ = l|Ns = m}
∫ 1
0
fρk(x)
∫ pi
pi−
√
2
N
fθk(θ) log2
1 + PtmD1(θ)x−α
σ20 +
Pt
mDn(l
∗)
k
(θ)x−α
 dθdx.
(A.12)
has the equal probability 1/(N − 1) to be allocated to anyone
of the N−1 potential interfering beams. Therefore, given that
the number of active beams is Ns, and beam N/2 is already
allocated to user k, the total number of combinations that Ns
out of N beams are active is
(
N−1
Ns−1
)
. Note that beam n(l
∗)
k
denotes the strongest interfering beam for user k, implying
that beam n(l
∗)
k is active and any beam n
(l)
k with 1 < l < l
∗ is
off. In such a case, the number of combinations that Ns out
of N beams are active is given by
(
N−l∗
Ns−2
)
. Therefore, given
the number of active beams Ns, the corresponding conditional
probability that user k suffers from the strongest interference
from beam n(l
∗)
k can be obtained as
Pr{l∗ = l|Ns} =
(
N−l
Ns−2
)(
N−1
Ns−1
) . (A.13)
Since K users are uniformly distributed within the cell with
unit radius, the pdf of any user k’s radial coordinate ρk is
given by
fρ(x) = 2x, (A.14)
and the pdf of user k’s angular coordinate θk is given by
fθk(θ) =
1
pi − θmax1
, (A.15)
due to θmax1 ≤ θk ≤ pi. By subsituting (A.10) into (A.15), we
have
fθk(θ) =
√
N
2
. (A.16)
Finally, by combining (A.2), (A.12)-(A.14) and (A.16), (14)
can be obtained. (15) can be obtained according to (A.11).
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